Development of products in disciplines such as mechanical, electrical, or software engineering is a challenging task. Thus, sophisticated tools for supporting the management of development products, processes, and resources are urgently needed. We report on a management system which we designed and implemented in a joint project with mechanical engineers. The system was developed from a high-level formal speci cation based on programmed graph rewriting. We demonstrate that graphs are indeed very well suited for representing management data such version histories, con gurations, and task nets. In addition, graph rewrite rules provide high-level descriptions of complex graph transformations for the functions o ered by the management system. The formal speci cation of the management model serves as a non-trivial case study demonstrating an important practical application of graph rewriting.
Introduction
Development of products in disciplines such as mechanical, electrical, or software engineering is a challenging task. Costs have to be reduced, the time-tomarket has to be shortened, and quality has to be improved. Skilled developers and sophisticated tools for performing technical work are necessary, yet not sufcient prerequisites for meeting these ambitious goals. In addition, the work of developers must be coordinated so that they cooperate smoothly. To this end, the steps of the development process have to be planned, a developer executing a task must be provided with documents and tools, the results of development activities have to be fed back to management which in turn has to adjust the plan accordingly, the documents produced in di erent working areas have to kept consistent with each other, etc. Management can be de ned as \all the activities and tasks undertaken by one or more persons for the purpose of planning and controlling the activities of others in order to achieve an objective or complete an activity that could not be achieved by the others acting alone" 1]. Management is concerned with products, processes, and resources:
Product management deals with the documents created throughout the development life cycle, their dependencies, con gurations composed of documents and dependencies, and versioning of both documents and congurations. Process management covers the creation of process de nitions, their instantiation to control development processes, as well as planning, enactment, and monitoring. Resource management refers to both human and computer resources. In particular, it comprises the organization of human resources, the representation of computer resources, and the allocation of both human and computer resources to development activities. Numerous tools have been developed to support management. Usually, they are called x management tools (or systems, i.e., collections of tools), where x denotes the objects to be managed. Typical values of x are \engineering data" 2], \product data" 3], \software con guration" 4], \work ow" 5], \software process" 6], and \project " 7] . Initially, small tools were realized which provided support for speci c problems, e.g., SCCS 8] for maintaining versions of text les and Make 9] for maintaining consistency between source and derived objects (e.g. for controlling the execution of compile and link steps in the case of large programs composed 1.1. INTRODUCTION 3 of many les). Over the years, the tools became more and more complex, and they were combined into integrated systems of signi cant size (consider e.g. the software con guration management system ClearCase 10], the work ow management system FlowMark 11] , or the software process management system PROCESS WEAVER 12] ). Unfortunately, many of these systems have been implemented in an ad hoc manner. Thus, it is by no means easy to gure out what kinds of management data (objects, relationships, and attributes) are maintained, which constraints they have to ful ll, how commands o ered to the user a ect these data, etc. In other words, the underlying models are poorly de ned. A formal description of these at a high level of abstraction would not only be helpful in understanding the functionality of a given system. Rather, it also makes the construction of new systems signi cantly easier. In particular, graph rewriting can serve these needs very well. Graphs are ideally suited for representing management data such as version histories, congurations of interdependent documents, and task nets. Operations on these graphs can be speci ed in a declarative way by means of graph rewrite rules. Since such a speci cation is executable, we may even generate tools from the speci cation. In this chapter, we present a non-trivial case study for the practical application of graph rewriting. We report on work carried out in the SUKITS project 13]. SUKITS was a joint e ort of mechanical engineers and computer scientists to improve computerized support for managing development processes. The project was funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft from 1991 to 1997. Within the SUKITS project, we designed and implemented a system for the integrated management of products, processes, and resources. The data and functions of this system are formally speci ed by a programmed graph rewriting system. We will mainly focus on this formal speci cation, parts of which have been published previously 14, 15] . Our main intent is to demonstrate that graph rewriting is in fact well suited for the speci cation of management tools (as one important application domain). For further information on SUKITS, the reader is referred to 13, 16, 17, 18] . In Section 1.2, we give a brief overview of the SUKITS project. Sections 1.3 and 1.4 present the SUKITS management model at an informal and at a formal level, respectively. Section 1.5 summarizes our contributions and gives an outlook on future work. 4 
The SUKITS Project
SUKITS focuses on mechanical engineering as its application domain. More speci cally, we studied the development of metal and plastic parts. Development subsumes in particular design, manufacturing planning, NC programming, and simulation. In these working areas, we strived for improving computerized support by designing and implementing a system for managing products, processes, and resources (Section 1.2.1). The management system is based on a programmed graph rewriting system acting as a formal speci cation (Section 1.2.2).
Management System
The management system, which is centered around a graph-based management database, supports both managers and engineers. To this end, it provides environments customized to the needs of di erent classes of users. Here, the term \environment" denotes a collection of software tools. The management environment consists of tools which support project managers. In particular, a project manager may plan development tasks and super- vise their execution. Furthermore, he may de ne the project team and assign roles to its members. Finally, the management environment also includes tools for version and con guration management. The user interface of the management environment is illustrated by the snapshot shown in Figure 1 .1. The snapshot is taken from a session demonstrating the development of a drill. The window shows a con guration of interdependent documents for the gear of the drill. The manager has selected the component Shaft (bold face) and is just assigning the responsibility for designing the shaft to some engineer (input window containing the text (<Responsible>) on the right-hand side). The work environment supports engineers by displaying agendas of assigned tasks and by establishing a detailed work context for each task (including input and output documents as well as the tools to operate on these documents). Tools such as CAD systems, CAP systems, or NC programming systems are invoked uniformly via the work environment. In this way, a posteriori integration of already existing tools is supported. The work environment is illustrated by the snapshot of selected the design of the drill's casing. In the small window popping up in response to this selection, he has pushed the Output button to view the output documents (right-hand side). From there, he has started the CAD system for working on the solid model of the casing (background).
Management Model
The management system was speci ed formally in PROGRES 19, 20, 21, 22] , a language which is based on programmed graph rewriting (Figure 1.3 ). PRO-GRES is an attractive choice for the following reasons: PROGRES is a rich language combining multiple paradigms. It supports rule-based programming by means of graph rewrite rules and procedural programming by control structures. Moreover, all operations are checked against a graph schema (known from database programming languages) which in particular allows for the de nition of derived data and constraints (for further details, see Chapter ?? of this volume).
Currently, there are only a few operational speci cation environments based on graph rewriting (in addition to PROGRES, we may mention e.g. AGG, see Chapter ?? of this volume). Indeed, PROGRES denotes not only a language, but also a fairly sophisticated environment featuring tightly integrated tools for editing, analyzing, interpreting, and compiling speci cations. We are aware of only a few approaches applying graph rewriting to the management of development (e.g., 23, 24] ). This is the case even though graphs model 1.2. THE SUKITS PROJECT 7 the data structures in this application domain in a uniform and natural way and graph rewrite rules allow for the high-level speci cation of graph transformations. Let us brie y compare some competing speci cation approaches (without striving for completeness):
Abstract syntax trees have been used in various syntax-aided software development environments (or generators for such environments) such as e.g. Gandalf 25] and CPSG 26] . All of these environments mainly support programming. Abstract syntax trees seem a quite natural choice for the representation of programs, in particular because they have been exploited successfully in compiler construction. However, management of development processes has to deal with graphs rather than trees (e.g., version graphs, con guration graphs, and task graphs).
Database systems such as DAMOKLES 27], PRIMA 28] and PCTE 29] a , which have been developed speci cally for engineering applications, are based on EER models (which ultimately have their roots in the ER model proposed by Chen 30] ). EER models may be used to represent graph-like structures; in this respect, they are superior to abstract syntax trees. Moreover, they provide built-in support for complex objects and often even for versions. Compared to PROGRES, the main weakness of most EER-based systems refers to the speci cation of updates. In PRO-GRES, graph rewrite rules are used to this end, while in EER-based systems updates have to be broken down to elementary operations for deleting/inserting/changing single entities/relationships/attributes. Note that this statement also applies to database systems which are based on an object-oriented data model (e.g., O 2 
31] and Objectstore 32]).
Process management systems such as PROCESS WEAVER 12], MEL-MAC 33], and SPADE 34] are based on di erent variants of Petri nets. A process is modeled as a hierarchical collection of Petri nets. To prepare execution, a template is copied and populated with tokens. Execution is then modeled by the well-known token game. While Petri nets provide a formal foundation for analysis (e.g., deadlock and liveness) and execution ( ring of transitions), editing (e.g., insertion/deletion of transitions/places) has to be described outside the Petri net formalism. In contrast, we de ne editing, analysis, and execution in a uniform formal framework. Moreover, our speci cation approach also covers products and resources, which are beyond the scope of Petri nets.
a Here, we refer to the object management system of PCTE. 8 
Management Model: Informal Description
The management system is based on a model which is described informally in the current section and will be formalized in the next section. Because of space limitations, we discuss only the submodels for product and process management; for resource management, the reader is referred to 16].
Product Management Model
Documents, dependencies, and con gurations Product management deals with documents, which are artifacts created and used during the development process (designs, manufacturing plans, NC programs, part lists, simulation results, etc.). A document is a logical unit of reasonable size typically manipulated by a single engineer. According to the constraints of a posteriori integration, we do not make any assumptions regarding the internal structure of documents. This approach is called coarse-grained because a document is considered an atomic unit. Physically, a document is typically represented as a le or a complex object in an engineering database. Documents are related by manifold dependencies. Such dependencies may either connect documents belonging to the same working area (e.g., dependencies between designs of components of an assembly part), or they may cross working area boundaries (e.g., dependencies between designs and manufacturing plans). Product management records these dependencies so that consistency between interdependent documents can be controlled. Related documents (e.g., all documents describing a single part) are aggregated into con gurations. In addition to components, con gurations contain dependencies as well. Documents (atomic objects at the coarse-grained level) and con gurations (complex objects) are treated uniformly. Vertical relationships between con gurations and their components are called composition relationships. In particular, a component of some con guration may be a subcon guration (nested con gurations). Therefore, dependencies between subcon gurations can be modeled in the same way as dependencies between documents.
Versions and versioned objects A version v represents a state of an evolving object o. The latter is called versioned object (or simply object). A versioned object serves as a container of a set of related versions and provides operations for version retrieval and creation of new versions. We distinguish between document objects and con guration objects, whose versions are called document versions and con guration versions, respectively. According to the distinction between objects and their versions, the product management model distinguishes between an object plane and a version plane (Figure 1.4) . The version plane re nes the object plane: Each object is re ned into its versions, and each relationship between two objects is re ned into relationships between corresponding versions. Furthermore, successor relationships between versions of one object represent its evolution. While the object plane provides an overview by abstracting version-independent structural information, the version plane accurately represents actual versions of documents and con gurations as well as their mutual relationships.
Version and con guration graphs Objects, versions, and their relationships are formally represented by graphs. In order to structure the information contained in such graphs, the product management model distinguishes different kinds of interrelated subgraphs, namely, version graphs, con guration version graphs, and con guration object graphs. A version graph (Figure 1.5 Figure 1 .6 shows three versions of a con guration Shaft which comprises all documents describing a shaft. Versions are denoted by the name of the versioned object, a dot, and a version number. The initial con guration version contains versions of a design, a manufacturing plan, and two NC programs (e.g., for turning the left and the right half of the shaft, respectively). The manufacturing plan depends on the design, and the NC programs depend on both the design and the manufacturing plan. In the second con guration version, the geometry of the shaft was modi ed, and accordingly all dependent documents were modi ed, as well. In the last version, it was decided to produce the shaft from a speci cally designed raw part in order to minimize consumption of material (previously, a piece of some standard metal bar was used). To this end, a raw part design was added to the con guration, and the dependencies were extended accordingly. A con guration object graph represents version-independent structural infor- The following constraint must hold between a con guration object graph and the corresponding con guration version graphs in the version plane: For each version component (dependency) contained in a con guration version graph, a corresponding object component (dependency) must exist in the con guration object graph. More precisely, each con guration version graph must be mapped by a graph monomorphism into the corresponding con guration object graph. This constraint guarantees that the version plane actually re nes the object plane. Furthermore, an injective mapping excludes that multiple versions of the same object are contained in one con guration (version consistency). The upper part of Figure 1 .6 shows a conguration object graph which satis es these constraints.
Consistency control Product management assists in maintaining consistency between interdependent documents. Here, con guration versions play a crucial role. Instead of managing versions of documents individually and independently, con guration versions de ne sets of component versions among which consistency has to maintained. By recording con guration versions, consistent con gurations may easily be reconstructed later on, e.g., when some bug needs to be xed or a requirements change has to be realized. Guessing consistent combinations of component versions a posteriori is inherently di cult and error-prone. More speci cally, the product management model allows to distinguish among the following aspects of consistency:
Internal consistency refers to the local consistency of a version. Internal consistency does not take relationships to other versions into account. For example, a version of an NC program is internally consistent if it consists of legal statements of the NC programming language.
External consistency refers to the consistency of a dependent version with respect to a certain master. For example, a version of an NC program is consistent with a version of a CAD design if it conforms to the geometric data speci ed in the design.
Finally, component consistency refers to the consistency of a version component with respect to a certain con guration version. Component consistency implies that the corresponding version is internally consistent, and that it is externally consistent with all master components. Product-centered process management We follow a product-centered approach to process management. This means that we perform process management on top of product management by enriching the product structure with process data. This approach seems natural and is simple to understand.
In particular, we avoid the conceptual overhead of keeping product and process structures consistent with each other (this has to be done if product and process are represented by separate structures).
In our product-centered approach, a con guration version is enriched with process data, resulting in a task net. For each version component, there is a corresponding task which has to produce this component. Dependencies between version components correspond to horizontal task relationships which represent both data and control ow. Thus, a task has inputs de ned by its incoming data ows, and it produces a single output, namely the corresponding version component. If a ow relationship starts at t 1 and ends at t 2 , t 1 and t 2 are denoted as predecessor and successor task, respectively. Tasks can also be connected by (vertical) composition relationships: version components referring to con guration versions result in hierarchies of task nets. The leaves of the composition hierarchy are called atomic tasks; otherwise, a task is complex. Finally, source and target of a composition relationship are called supertask and subtask, respectively. An example of a task net is given in Figure 1 .7 b . The task net corresponds to a con guration version which contains one design, one manufacturing plan, and two NC programs. Each task is named by the corresponding version component, i.e., we refrain from introducing explicit task names such CreateDesign or CreatePlan. Tasks are decorated with attributes, e.g., for representing task states, release states of outputs, and employees responsible for task execution. The design task and the planning task have already produced outputs (bound version components), while both NC programming tasks are still waiting for their execution (unbound version components).
Process dynamics It is widely recognized that development processes are highly dynamic. Due to their creative nature, it is rarely possible to plan a b Note that ow relationships and dependencies have opposite directions. development process completely in advance. Rather, many changes have to be taken into account during its execution. Some of them have been studied thoroughly in the SUKITS project, namely product evolution, feedback, and simultaneous engineering. These are discussed below. Product evolution results in incremental extensions and structural changes of task nets. Let us consider again the task net of Figure 1 .7. When starting development of a single part, it may only be known that one design and one manufacturing plan have to be created. Then, the initial task net only contains these tasks, which are known a priori. Which NC programs must be written, is determined only when the manufacturing plan has been worked out. Figure 1 .7 shows a snapshot of the task net after the corresponding tasks have been inserted. Later on, the manufacturing plan may still be changed, resulting in a di erent set of NC programs and corresponding modi cations to the task net. The \classical", conservative rule for de ning the execution order states that a task can be started only after all of its predecessors have been nished. However, enforcing this rule signi cantly impedes parallelism. In order to shorten development time, the conservative rule needs to be relaxed so that tasks may be executed concurrently even if they are connected by ow relationships. Simultaneous engineering 35] denotes development methods to achieve this. Simultaneous engineering is supported by prereleases of intermediate results.
Since a task may release preliminary versions of its output, successors may
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15 start execution when their predecessors are still active. Prereleases serve two purposes. First, the overall development process may be nished earlier because of overlapping task executions. In particular, work located on the critical path may be accelerated. Second, wrong decisions can be detected much earlier by taking feedback from later phases in the life cycle into account (e.g., design for manufacturing).
Versions may be prereleased selectively to successor tasks. An example is given in Figure 1 .7, where the design task has the release state PartiallyReleased. Attributes attached to ow relationships control which successors may access a selectively released version. In Figure 1 .7, double vertical bars indicate disabled ows along which outputs may not be propagated. NC programming tasks may not yet access the design because the geometry still has to be elaborated in detail. On the other hand, the ow to the planning task is enabled because the manufacturing plan can already be divided into manufacturing steps based on a draft design. Due to simultaneous engineering, the workspace of a task is highly dynamic. The workspace consists of input documents, the output document, and potentially further auxiliary documents which are only visible locally. All components of the workspace are subject to version control. Multiple versions of inputs may be consumed sequentially via incoming data ows. Similarly, multiple versions of the output document may be produced one after the other. Finally, versions of auxiliary documents may be maintained as well. The workspace of a sample task is illustrated in Figure 1 .8. For inputs, the current version denotes the version which is currently being used by the responsible engineer. A new version may have been released already by the predecessor task (see input Design). When it is consumed, the current version is saved as an old version, and the new version replaces the current one. For outputs, we distinguish between a working version, which is only locally visible, and a released version, which is available to successor tasks. When the working version is released, it is frozen and replaces the previously released version. Any subsequent update to the working version triggers creation of a successor version. Finally, a current and an old version are maintained for auxiliary documents. Start and termination of tasks are controlled by activation and termination conditions, respectively. The activation condition requires that all essential inputs are available, i.e., they are (pre-)released by predecessor tasks. \Essential" weakens the activation condition by enforcing availability of only those inputs which are needed to start working. On the other hand, the termination condition is much more restrictive and conservative. All predecessor tasks must have terminated and released their output to the successor task; furthermore, all inputs must be up to date, i.e., the nal version of each input document must have been consumed. These restrictions prevent premature termination, which could require reactivation of a task when its inputs are changed later on. Note that the conservative termination condition does not slow down the work; rather, it alerts the engineer of possibly changing inputs and merely delays a state transition. However, reactivation of terminated tasks cannot be excluded completely because of feedback occurring in the development process. Feedback is raised by a task t 1 which detects some problem regarding its inputs. This problem is caused by a task t 2 which precedes t 1 in the task net. In general, t 2 may be a transitive predecessor of t 1 . If t 2 has already terminated, it has to be reactivated. The impact of feedback may be hard to predict, and it may vary considerably from case to case. t 2 may raise cascading feedback to a predecessor t 3 . Otherwise, t 2 accepts the responsibility for processing feedback. Then, the impacts on transitive successors of t 2 need to be estimated. Active tasks which will be a ected drastically have to be suspended even if they are not immediate successors of t 2 . Other tasks will not be a ected at all and may continue with-
17 out disruption. Thus, feedback needs to be managed in a exible way, relying heavily on decisions to be performed by the user. In general, it is virtually impossible to automate the processing of feedback completely, e.g., by brute-force methods such as suspending all transitive successors. Product evolution, simultaneous engineering, and feedback are illustrated in Figures 1.9 and 1.10, which show an evolving task net for the development of an assembly part (a gear). Task states are represented by di erent symbols or ll patterns (e.g., a grey box highlights an active task). The gure shows ve snapshots of the task net, corresponding to di erent stages of development:
1. After having de ned the requirements, 3-D model and part list are created in parallel (simultaneous engineering). Since the product structure has not been xed yet, the rest of the task net is still unknown.
2. Both the 3-D model and the part list are available; the corresponding tasks have terminated. The product structure is de ned by the entries contained in the part list. In the following, we assume that the gear consists of two gear wheels and one shaft. For each component of the gear, corresponding tasks for creating the drawing and the manufacturing plan are inserted into the task net. These insertions need not be performed by hand; rather, a tool may be used which extracts the product structure from the part list and extends the task net accordingly. NC programming tasks cannot be created yet because the NC programs to be prepared are de ned only in the manufacturing plan.
3. The development process has advanced further with respect to the single parts the gear is composed of. In the case of the shaft, both design and manufacturing planning are being carried out in parallel. In the case of the rst gear wheel, design and manufacturing planning have already completed, and the NC programs for the steps de ned in the manufacturing plan are being prepared. In the case of the second gear wheel, the manufacturing steps have been xed, but the drawing is not yet nished. Therefore, NC programming cannot be started yet.
4. The customer changes the requirements to the gear (externally induced feedback). Requirements de nition and 3-D model need to be adapted; therefore, the corresponding tasks are activated again. However, further consequences of the requirements change cannot be determined yet. Rather, we have to wait for more detailed information to be extracted from the revised design. Several tasks which have already been completed may be a ected by the change (creation of the part list, design of and manufacturing planning for the rst gear). These tasks are forced to return to the state Created. Later on, they are either restarted, or their previous results are reused without any modi cation. 5. In order to meet the changed requirements, the designer of the gear decides to add another gear wheel. This modi cation also a ects the existing gear wheels because their transmission ratios need to be changed. Now the impact of the change can be determined more accurately. The shaft, whose drawing and manufacturing plan have been created in the meantime, remains una ected. Development of gear wheels 1 and 2 is suspended temporarily until the details of the design change are known. Note that releases have to be revoked both selectively (successors of the design task for the assembly part) and transitively (suspension of all tasks for gear wheels 1 and 2). For the third gear wheel, another branch is added to the task net.
Management Model: Formal Speci cation
To formalize the management model which was described informally in the last chapter, we use the speci cation language PROGRES. Note that the specication given below concerns the internal representation used by management tools. In contrast, in the previous section several gures showed external representations of graphs visible at the user interface. These levels have to be separated clearly. Internal representations include all details which have to be taken care of by sophisticated management tools. On the other hand, a simple and readable representation is required at the user interface.
In the following, we present cut-outs of the speci cation for the management of products and processes. The speci cation fragments to be presented were created with the help of the PROGRES environment. In our representation, we do not assume that the reader is familiar with the PROGRES language. Rather, the language constructs are explained as required. For further information on PROGRES, the reader is referred to 36] and Chapter ?? of this volume.
Product Management Model
Graph Schema PROGRES is based on attributed graphs. An attributed graph consists of nodes decorated with attributes and edges which do not carry attributes. An edge represents a binary, directed relationship. When a node is deleted, all adjacent edges are deleted as well (referential integrity). Furthermore, an edge may be traversed in both directions (from source to target and vice versa).
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As in database management systems, the elements of graphs of a certain class | e.g., product management graphs to be discussed below | are declared in a graph schema. Nodes and edges are classi ed into node classes and edge types, respectively. A node class de nes the attributes which its instances will carry. An edge type de nes the classes of source and target nodes and the cardinality of its instances. Node classes are organized into a multiple inheritance hierarchy. A subclass inherits from its superclasses all attributes and adjacent edge types. Inheritance on edge types is not supported. A graph schema may be represented both textually and graphically. Figure 1 .11 displays a graphical schema diagram for product management graphs; later on, we will also use the textual notation as required. Relationships, which were represented as arrows in the gures presented in Section 1.3.1, are modeled as nodes and adjacent edges (e.g., a successor relationship is modeled as a HISTORY node and Predecessor/Successor edges). This solution allows for attaching attributes to relationships, and for establishing relationships between relationships.
Each subgraph of the product management graph is represented by a root node which is connected to all nodes belonging to this subgraph (e.g., a con guration version graph is represented by a CONFIGURATION VERSION node which is connected to VERSION COMPONENT and VERSION DEPENDENCY nodes by VC Contains and VD Contains edges, respectively. The graph model is constructed such that subgraphs are mutually disjoint. In particular, we distinguish between applied occurrences (e.g., OBJECT COMPONENT) and declarations (e.g., OBJECT).
Apart from HISTORY nodes, each node of the version plane is connected to the corresponding node of the object plane by an (incoming) HasInstance edge. Such a node of the version plane may be regarded as an instance of exactly one node of the object plane. In this way, the Constraints So far, the graph schema is not powerful enough to express all kinds of constraints. Further structural constraints are given in forced constraint be ful lled after each execution of an exported graph transformation. Whether the graph transformation is atomic (a production) or complex (a transaction), does not matter. As far as possible, constraints are enforced. Only a few constraints can be violated temporarily (internal, external, and component consistency, respectively; see Conditions 11{13). These constraints are enforced when a version is frozen (14) . Thus a version may be inconsistent as long as it is being modi ed (otherwise, the user were forced to maintain consistency even in early phases of development, which is clearly unrealistic). A constraint is either static or dynamic. A constraint is called static if it de nes an invariant. These invariants must be preserved by all graph transformations. More precisely, all exported graph transformations violating enforced invariants will fail; invariants which are not enforced will have to hold eventually. In Table 1 .1, most constraints are static, e.g. \Con guration stability" (16). In some cases, static constraints alone are not su cient. For example, \Con g-
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uration stability" alone does not guarantee that a stable con guration version can no longer be modi ed (insertion/deletion of components/dependencies). A dynamic constraint restricts the applicability of graph transformations to certain graph states. For example, \Change protection" (17) excludes changes to stable con guration versions. Constraints can be expressed in PROGRES in several ways. Dynamic constraints are formalized by pre-and postconditions which are given either explicitly or implicitly as left-hand and right-hand sides of graph rewrite rules. Static constraints can be expressed in the graph schema by attribute constraints. An attribute constraint is a derived attribute which is de ned by a boolean expression. In general, PROGRES distinguishes between intrinsic attributes, which receive values through explicit assignment, and derived attributes, which are calculated automatically from (intrinsic or derived) attributes in the neighborhood. Constraints can be de ned either textually or graphically. Examples of textual constraints are given in Figure 1 .13:
1. In the class VERSION, a constraint InternallyConsistent is introduced.
Since no meaningful evaluation rule can be de ned at this general level, the constraint is constantly true.
2. In the subclass DOCUMENT VERSION, the constraint is rede ned. The function CheckConsistency is used to check the internal consistency of the contents. Recall that Location refers to the address (e.g., le path name) under which the contents are stored.
3. Internal consistency is de ned di erently for con guration versions: All component versions must be consistent. for all denotes universal quanti cation over all elements in a set (the components of the con guration, which are reached from the current node self via outgoing VC Contains edges).
4. The last condition expresses \Component consistency" (Constraint 13 in number than the successor, cycles cannot occur (6) . The second condition ensures historical stability (15): Each version (`2) which has a successor must be stable. Note that the de nition of constraints is given as part of the graph schema.
Comparing textual and graphical notations used for expressing the graph schema, we observe that the textual notation is su cient in principle: the graphical notation can always be transformed into an equivalent textual notation. On the other hand, the graphical notation is more illustrative. Therefore, both kinds of notation are o ered to the PROGRES user, who can select the most convenient notation pragmatically.
Graph transformations PROGRES provides graph rewrite rules for specifying graph transformations in a declarative and graphical way. \Declarative" means that the user is not concerned with the algorithm that is executed in order to apply a graph rewrite rule. In particular, the user need not worry about how an instance of the left-hand side is searched in the host graph (once found, replacement with the right-hand side is rather straightforward). All graph transformations are checked for consistency with the graph schema. A graph rewrite rule (also called production) consists of the following parts: The header is composed of an identi er and a list of formal parameters. The lefthand side describes the subgraph to be replaced. The right-hand side speci es the subgraph to be inserted. The condition part lists conditions on attributes of nodes belonging to the left-hand side. The transfer part assigns values to attributes of nodes belonging to the right-hand side. Finally, result parameters receive values in the return part. Left-hand side and right-hand side are mandatory, all other parts are optional. For each kind of subgraph, we will give just one example of a graph rewrite rule. Rules for version graphs and con guration version graphs are described below; a rule for con guration object graphs will follow in Section 1.4.3. Figure 1 .15 shows a graph rewrite rule for inserting a successor relationship into a version graph:
1. The production CreateHistory receives the PredecessorVersion and the SuccessorVersion as input parameters and returns the NewHistory relationship as output.
2. On the left-hand side, the nodes`2 and`3 are xed by the input parameters PredecessorVersion and SuccessorVersion, respectively. This is indicated by the notation n=p, where n and p denote a node of the lefthand side and an input parameter, respectively. Furthermore, node`4, The alert reader will have noticed the close correspondence between the graph rewrite rule of Figure 1 .15 and the restriction of Figure 1. 14. In fact, we have described in 15] how graph rewrite rules can be derived mechanically | yet manually | from graphical constraints. Thus, constraints provide considerable assistance in specifying consistency-preserving operations. An example of a graph rewrite rule modifying a con guration version graph is given in Figure 1 .16. CreateVersionDependency receives the components to be connected as input parameters. The right-hand side inserts a dependency node and connects it to the master and the dependent component, respectively, to the con guration version containing them, and to the matching object dependency. The left-hand side checks a lot of constraints: The components must belong to the same con guration version (`7), a dependency must not yet exist (negative path from`6 to`5; explanation see below), and there must be a matching object dependency (`4) d . Furthermore, the condition part checks that the con guration version is not frozen (Constraint 17). Duplication of dependencies is excluded by a negative application condition which makes use of a path. In general, a path is a binary, derived relationship which is de ned by a path expression. A path expression can be written in a graphical way (similarly to a graphical restriction, see e.g. Figure 1 .14) or textually. In the latter case, paths can be composed by operators such as sequence (p 1 & p 2 ), transitive closure (p+), alternative (p 1 or p 2 ), etc. For example, the path DependsOnVersion is de ned as <-V Dependent-& -V Master, i.e., as a concatenation of two edge traversals (the rst one in negative and the second one in positive direction).
Process Management Model
According to our product-centered approach, we de ne the process management model as an \extension" to the product management model. Conceptually, this means that we apply inheritance at the level of graph classes, i.e., the graph class \process management graph" inherits from the graph class \prod-uct management graph". Currently, PROGRES only supports inheritance at the level of node classes (actually, the notion of graph class is still implicit in the to understand that a node of class HISTORY is created; further explanations will follow in Section 1.4.3. d Node`1 is redundant and is only included for the sake of readability. Graph schema The graph schema for task nets is de ned by re ning the schema for con guration versions introduced in Section 1.4.1. In Figure 1 .17, the schema extensions are described in a textual notation (recall that a graph schema can be written both textually and graphically). The keyword intrinsic indicates intrinsic attributes, which are explicitly assigned values (in contrast to derived attributes). An edge type declaration speci es the classes of source and target nodes as well as permitted cardinalities (see below). TASK is a subclass of VERSION COMPONENT to which a State attribute is attached (to be discussed below). Furthermore, the ReleaseState indicates whether the task output is Unreleased, PartiallyReleased to some successors, or totally Released. An edge of type WorksOn points from a task to its working version. Each task may have at most one working version (cardinality 0:1] following the target class speci cation). Conversely, it is not allowed that multiple tasks share the same working version (cardinality 0:1] following the source class speci cation). The released version is represented by an incoming V ActsAs edge, as de ned in the product management schema (see Figure 1.11 on page 22) . Analogously, DATA FLOW is de ned as a subclass of VERSION DEPENDENCY. In case of selective releases, the Propagate attribute controls whether the output of the preceding task may be transmitted along the data ow. NeededForActivation describes whether an input must be available in order to start execution. Edges of type Current and Old point to the currently and pre- Constraints We have already demonstrated in the previous subsection how constraints can be described formally and informally. In the sequel, constraints are de ned with the help of semi-formal notations which are well suited for process management. Most of them are dynamic constraints, which have to be checked in graph transformations anyway. Some constraints are static (the compatibility matrices for states of neighboring tasks), but we refrain from demonstrating how they are encoded as PROGRES constraints (see previous section). In all cases, the constraints are enforced, i.e., they must hold after each exported operation. The state transition diagram in Figure 1 Similarly, the compatibility matrix in Table 1 .3 refers to tasks which are connected by horizontal relationships (data/control ows). The only constraint is that all predecessors of a Done task must be Done as well (conservative termination condition). Finally, Table 1 .4 indicates in which states certain classes of operations are allowed and prohibited, respectively. In state Created, it is only possible to de ne the interface of a task (inputs to be consumed and outputs to be produced). The realization of a complex task (the re ning task net) is built up on the y by the responsible manager after execution has started. Neither may inputs be consumed nor outputs be produced (workspace management); these operations belong to the execution phase. Finally, release states can be changed in order to handle feedback. Waiting, Done, and Failed are \dead" states in which no operations may be carried out. In state Active, all classes of operations may be applied, resulting in seamless integration of editing, analysis, and execution. Finally, in state Suspended only the task interface and the release information may be modi ed. In order to consume inputs/produce outputs, or to de ne the realization of a complex task, execution needs to be resumed. Note that the state transition diagram and the tables given above de ne the constraints which have to be regarded by graph transformations only partially. In addition, further constraints on data ows must be taken into account. In particular, a task may be started only when all essential inputs are available. In case this condition is violated after activation, execution must be suspended. Furthermore, a task may only commit if all inputs are up to date (i.e., the task has seen the last value of each input) and the output has been released totally.
Graph transformations The graph transformations for process management must respect the constraints given by the state transition diagram and the compatibility matrices introduced above. Again, the graph transformations can be derived from the constraints in a mechanical way. For example, a graph transformation for a state transition must check the source state of the corresponding task and update the state attribute such that it holds the Graph transformations for process management may be classi ed into four categories: structural changes, state transitions, workspace management, and release management. For each of these categories, one example is given below. Graph transformations for structural changes are obtained by rede ning the corresponding operations introduced in the product management model. These operations are checked against the constraints of the process management model. To rede ne product management operations, we use transactions for programming with graph rewrite rules. PROGRES provides several control structures for composing graph rewrite rules, including sequence, various forms of loops and branches, etc. The term \transaction" was borrowed from database management systems to indicate atomicity, consistency, and durability (isolation is not mentioned here because PROGRES does not deal with concurrency control; this is handled by the underlying database management system GRAS 37]). In particular, in case of failure all changes are undone. For example, if the rule r 2 cannot be applied after r 1 , a transaction which calls r 1 and r 2 sequentially fails, and the e ects of r 1 are removed. For example, DeleteDataFlow (Figure 1.19 Finally, all inputs must be up to date and released, i.e., the task must have seen the nal value of each input (node`3 and the corresponding restriction). Due to space limitations, we omit the de nitions of the restrictions and paths used in this graph rewrite rule (and the following ones). Workspace management is in charge of consuming inputs and producing outputs (see also Figure 1 .8 on page 16). These operations may only be performed by Active tasks (see Table 1 .4). Consume (Figure 1.21) , which is applied to an incoming data ow (node`1) with enabled propagation (condition part), replaces the current version (node`5) with the new version (node`3) and the old version (node`6) with the previously current version (node`5). The negative edge between nodes`1 and`3 ensures that the new version is not current yet. Nodes`5 and`6 are optional. In particular, they are absent when data are propagated along the ow for the rst time. Release management is concerned with the release states of task outputs. For example, ReleaseToTask (Figure 1.22 ) releases an output selectively to a speci c successor task. The auxiliary operation AuxReleaseToTask checks that the release state is PartiallyReleased and that propagation is currently disabled. Normally, the releasing task is Active; however, handling of feedback requires manipulation of release states of iterated tasks having been moved back to the state Created. After propagation has been enabled, UpdateCurrentValid may have to be applied in order to update the value of the CurrentValid attribute (which has been used in the CommitReuse rule explained above). If the current input version is up to date, CurrentValid must have the same value as Propagate. Otherwise, no action is necessary. Conditional application is achieved through a choose statement which tries to apply UpdateCurrentValid. In case of failure, the skip statement is executed, which is always successful.
Model Adaptation
So far, the speci cation has been independent of a speci c application domain. The domain-independent part of the speci cation is called generic model. In the following, we discuss how the generic model is adapted to a speci c application domain. The result of such an adaptation is called speci c model. In general, adaptation of the generic management model may involve the denition of domain-speci c types of objects, relationships, and attributes, as well as domain-speci c constraints and operations. Within the SUKITS project, however, we have studied adaptation only to a limited extent, mainly focusing on the de nition of a domain-speci c schema for product management. Due to the product-centered approach, this schema is used to adapt process management as well. For example, each component type in a con guration type corresponds to a task type. Below, we restrict ourselves to discussing this rather simple kind of adaptation; for a more comprehensive discussion, the reader is referred to 38]. Figure 1 .23 shows an ER-like diagram which de nes a domain-speci c schema for product management e . Boxes and arrows represent entity and relationship types, respectively. An assembly part is described by an AssemblyPartDesign. In addition, for each single part occurring in the assembly part there is a corresponding SinglePartDesign whose manufacturing process is described in a e The schema is not complete with respect to the examples studied earlier; e.g., it does not include entity types for part lists or raw part designs.
ManufacturingPlan. Finally, NCProgram stands for the NC programs controlling the manufacturing process of a single part. We require that the operations provided by the customized product management system be constrained by the domain-speci c schema. For example, the product management system should only o er operations for creating objects instantiated from the speci c entity types. Similarly, when a dependency is created, it has to be instantiated from a speci c relationship type and needs to connect correctly typed objects, respecting the given cardinality constraints. To achieve this, we could simply write new graph transformations taking the domain-speci c schema into account. This means that we introduce one operation for each entity type and one operation for each relationship type occurring in the diagram of Figure 1 .23. For example, an operation CreateNCMPDependency would create dependencies between NC programs and manufacturing plan. The disadvantage of this approach is that it results in a large number of speci c graph transformations. This can be avoided as follows: To adapt the generic model, the graph schema is extended with domain-speci c types and constraints. Graph transformations are written in a generic way, i.e., they are supplied with type parameters and check certain attributes and constraints (generic operations). Therefore, the graph transformations need not be modi ed in order to adapt the speci cation. For example, we may use a single operation for creating all types of dependencies introduced in Figure 1 .23. The strati ed type system of PROGRES makes it possible to separate clearly between generic and speci c model. Node classes are de ned in the generic model (e.g., node class DOCUMENT OBJECT). Node types are then introduced in the speci c model (e.g., node type SinglePartDesign). Generic operations are obtained in the following way: Each operation may be applied to instances of multiple types (polymorphism). For nodes to be created, their types are passed as parameters. Furthermore, ER-like constraints are represented by type-level attributes f , i.e., attributes attached to types rather than to instances. Thus, operations are adapted by extending the graph schema. No \code" has to be written for routine adaptations; however, in general it may still be necessary to add further domain-speci c operations. Figure 1 .24 shows the de nition of type-level attributes for object dependencies. Type-level attributes are introduced at the level of node classes and receive actual values at the level of node types. MasterTypes way, upper bounds of cardinalities are represented. The declaration of the node type NC MP Dependency illustrates how these type-level attributes are de ned for dependencies from NC programs to manufacturing plans (see also Figure 1 .23). The corresponding generic graph rewrite rule (Figure 1.25 ) checks several domain-independent constraints (see Table 1 .1 on page 25): Master and dependent component must belong to the same con guration object (Constraint 5), they must not be connected by a dependency (4), and insertion of the dependency must not create a cycle (6) . The input parameter Type denotes the type of the dependency to be created g . The condition part checks that domainspeci c constraints for type combinations are not violated. Finally, the negated restrictions MaxInDegree and MaxOutDegree (nodes`2 and`3, respectively) prevent cardinality over ows.
Conclusion
We have presented a case study demonstrating that graph rewriting provides a well-suited foundation for specifying the data and operations of an integrated system managing products, processes, and resources in the application area of mechanical engineering. To this end, we have described cut-outs of the PROGRES speci cation of the management model developed in the SUKITS project. As we have demonstrated, the speci cation exploits virtually the full range of language constructs for de ning graph schemas and graph transformations. In particular, PROGRES o ers multiple inheritance on node classes, both instance-and type-level (meta) attributes, both intrinsic and derived attributes and relationships, textual and graphical constraints, graph rewrite rules with very exible graph patterns, and transactions for programming with graph rewrite rules. The overall speci cation covers about 60 pages PROGRES code. Being satis ed with the rich facilities o ered for speci cation-in-the-small, we still miss support for speci cation-in-the-large. In the o cial PROGRES release, a large speci cation cannot be decomposed into modules with wellde ned interfaces. Current work on a module concept for PROGRES is re- Figure 1 .16 on page 32, the type of the new node is not passed as parameter; rather, it is determined by a type-level attribute of some neighbor node.
CONCLUSION 45
of this volume), we were forced to convert our general graph structures into abstract syntax graphs, i.e., abstract syntax trees augmented with contextsensitive edges. Unfortunately, abstract syntax graphs are not a natural choice for representing version graphs, con guration graphs, and task graphs. Moreover, there was no automatic support for generating the speci cation from the implementation. In our current work, we therefore make use of recently developed tools for generating an implementation from a speci cation 41]. Furthermore, we are extending our work to a novel application domain, namely chemical engineering. This is done in the context of a collaborative research centre called IMPROVE ( 42] , see also Chapter ?? of this volume).
